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Leaders in training for a
better, safer railway

Our courses are developed
by specialists in their field
and regularly updated to
reflect the latest research
from RSSB.

Why RSSB Training?
We are committed to providing excellent
training in areas where RSSB has the
expertise. Our courses are designed and
delivered by leaders in their field and
updated regularly to reflect the everIt is a safety-critical industry. Its safe
operation requires highly skilled front line changing environment of the rail sector.
operations teams and managers. HighOur courses blend practical application
quality training from RSSB will
with academic theory. This enables
help grow and refresh the capabilities
delegates to gain knowledge and learn
you need.
skills they can apply immediately at
work, and make a positive impact on
RSSB is the GB rail industry’s
independent voice on safety and
your business.
standards. We reflect that in the highTo enable your workforce to perform
quality courses we offer, to share our
expertise and help build the industry’s
at their best, develop their capabilities
competencies.
through RSSB Training.
The railway relies on high-calibre,
competent professionals at the top of
their game.
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The success of the railway
industry is based on a
workforce which undergoes
the necessary training to
build, develop and refresh
their capabilities.
rssb.co.uk/training
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How we deliver training
We have developed our courses so
they can be delivered in a face-to-face
setting or remotely. They are designed
with the industry in mind and focus on
supporting individuals to become more
confident and effective in their roles.
Our courses help the rail industry to
build, grow and refresh employees’
capabilities. Capabilities that are critical
to continued safety performance; that
will help employees thrive now and in
the future.
Many of our courses are delivered
regularly as open courses, which can be
booked through our website.
All of our courses can also be tailored
to the needs of your business or a
specific team.
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Our face-to-face and remote
courses cover the same
materials, case studies and
group learning exercises to help
the learners achieve the same
outcomes regardless of the
format of delivery chosen.

Again these can be delivered remotely
or as face-to-face training at suitable
venues of your choice.
We also have e-learning courses,
available through licence agreements,
that will benefit employees in your
business.
Our training is often delivered by
two trainers, working with small
groups of delegates. This encourages
participation and supports individuals’
learning objectives.
We carefully blend practical application
with academic theory and deliver the
training though the use of industryrelated case studies and interactive
exercises. We encourage delegates to
apply their learning at work.

Want to know more about how our
courses can be adapted to your needs?
Contact our Training team at
training@rssb.co.uk to discuss how RSSB
can support your staff and your business.
Visit rssb.co.uk/training for more details.
rssb.co.uk/training
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24 | Human Reliability Assessment
This course will help you learn how to apply human factors approaches to risk assessment.
26 | Developing a Fair Culture
This course will help you better understand fair culture, and plan how your organisation can foster
a fairer culture in the future.
28 | Mental Health Awareness Training

Our courses
We regularly update our courses and develop new training to reflect the
evolving needs of the rail industry. Our courses are developed and delivered by
specialists in their field with rail experience.
14 | Accident Investigation Training

This
course will increase your capabilities to investigate accidents. It equips delegates with the
practical skills and knowledge needed to carry out accident investigations.
16 | Accident Investigation Awareness for Managers
This course will provide managers of incidents, and / or accident investigators with an awareness of the
skills, tools and techniques that their investigators use, to enable them to provide better support.
18 |Non-Technical Skills (NTS) Training
NTS are the skills that determine how a person thinks about and approaches a task. These courses look
at the risks and challenges faced by organisations and how to mitigate errors.
22 | Human Factors Awareness
This course aims to increase understanding and awareness of human factors and how it can be applied.
The course looks at individual, job, workplace and organisational factors that affect our performance.
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 his course increases your understanding and awareness of mental wellbeing, from staying well
T
to recognising signs of deteriorating mental health.
30 | Mental Wellbeing Training for Line Managers
This course increases your understanding and awareness of mental wellbeing and stress. It
includes information that will help you support your team’s mental wellbeing.
32 | Risk-Based Training Needs Analysis (RBTNA)
This course helps organisations to determine training needs, and to understand how risks
associated with tasks can be managed through learning.
34 | RSSB Train Driver Selection Methods
This course is designed to up-skill and certify railway assessment centre staff in the RSSB train
driver selection methods.
36 | RSSB Rail Carbon Tool Training
This course introduces you to the RSSB Rail Carbon Tool. You will learn how to use the tool, and
about the benefits of using it to reduce embodied carbon and save money.

Our training courses focus on developing
knowledge, skills and behaviours to help
people build and strengthen their workplace
capabilities. To perform at their best.

rssb.co.uk/training
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Paul Leach, Principal Human Factors Specialist and
Occupational Psychologist

Meet the trainers
Dan Basacik, Principal Human Factors Specialist
Courses:
• Human Factors Awareness
• Human Reliability Assessment
Dan is a Chartered member of the Institute of Ergonomics and Human Factors and
has been working in road and railway safety since 2006. He is passionate about human
factors and has developed and delivered training for RSSB for many years.

Joana Faustino, Senior Work Psychologist
Courses:
• Mental Health Awareness
• Mental Health Training for Line Managers
Joana is a Chartered Psychologist with 10 years’ experience, including direct mental
health suport to frontline rail workers. She is the senior work psychologist for RSSB
and currently leads mental wellbeing for the rail industry.

Huw Gibson, Head of Human Factors
Courses:
• Human Reliability Assessment
Huw Gibson has 25 years’ human factors experience across a broad range of
industries. These include rail, aviation, nuclear, offshore, retail pharmacy, and
the military sector. With a special interest in human reliability, he has been
part of the teams which developed Action Reliability Assessment tools for the
railway, aviation and nuclear industries.
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Courses:
• RBTNA Training
• Developing a Fair Culture
• Non-Technical Skills
• RSSB Train Driver Selection Methods
Paul has a BSc in Psychology and a MSc in Occupational Psychology. Since 2008,
Paul has developed and delivered training across many aspects of human factors
to the maritime, nuclear, rail and oil and gas sectors, and the emergency services.

James Lonergan, Senior Human Factors Specialist

Courses:
• Non-Technical Skills Courses
• Train Driver Selection Methods
• Accident Investigation Training
• Accident Investigation Awareness for Managers
James brings to the railway his experience in managing engagement and
developing organisational culture. He has a Masters Degree in Occupational
Psychology, and has particular expertise in decision-making and the factors that
affect individual performance.

Wayne Murphy, Technical Policy Manager; Regulation
and Engagement

Courses:
• Accident Investigation Training
• Accident Investigation Awareness for Managers
Wayne is a Chartered Member of the Institute of Occupational Safety and Health.
He uses his 36 years’ experience in the rail industry—25 in safety management
roles— to develop engaging, story-driven and memorable training courses.
rssb.co.uk/training
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Sam Waters, Senior Human Factors Specialist

‘Fun, engaging, very beneficial, 2 great trainers
and would highly recommend.’
Honor Evans, Duty Station Manager,
West Midlands Trains

Michelle O’Sullivan, Principal Strategy Implementation Manager Health and Wellbeing

Courses:
• Mental Health Awareness
• Mental Health Training for Line Managers
Michelle is a Chartered Clinical Psychologist with a specialism in trauma and over 10
years’ experience. She leads the cross-industry health and wellbeing team at RSSB,
consolidating industry practice, sharing knowledge on what works, and consulting for
the rail industry on mental wellbeing.

Jordan Smith, Lead Human Factors Specialist

Courses:
• Human Factors Awareness
• Accident Investigation Training
Jordan is a Chartered member of the Institute of Ergonomics and Human
Factors with over 10 years’ experience in applying ergonomics and human
factors in the transport sector. Jordan delivers our human factors and accident
investigation training.
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Courses:
• Human Factors Awareness
Sam is a Graduate member of the Institute of Ergonomics and Human
Factors. With over 5 years’ experience in the railway, he provides advice to
railway organisations on how to shape human factors theory into practical
application.

Anita Weltz, Lead Human Factors Specialist

Courses:
• Human Factors Awareness
• Accident Investigation Training
• Accident Investigation Awareness for Managers
Anita has worked in rail human factors for 13 years and is a Chartered member of the
Institute of Ergonomics and Human Factors. Anita specialises in workplace design and
understanding the causes behind accident and incidents.

‘The whole course was useful. I especially enjoyed learning the organisation
model and learning about RSSB’s research in this area. I also enjoyed all the
case studies and learnt a lot from the examples provided. Overall the content
and pace was right and will be helpful in my day job as a safety professional.’
Chibuzor Edordu, Senior Conformance Engineer, Network Rail
rssb.co.uk/training
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‘The course made me reassess assumptions I often make when carrying
out accident investigations. Now I will plan my timelines using the model
demonstrated in the course and structure my reports differently.’
Investigations Support Manager, West Midlands Trains
The course focuses on:

Accident
Investigation
Training
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This course covers the practical skills
and knowledge needed to carry
out an accident investigation. It is
informed by RIS-3119-TOM, the Rail
Industry Standard for Accident and
Incident Investigation that sets out
best practice when investigating any
incident. This will also help you to
comply with relevant legislation.

As part of this course, you will work in
teams to learn tools and techniques
from the people who help the
industry to set best practice.

Delegates will take part in
informative and interactive sessions
that will bring the process of accident
investigation to life. The course is
developed and delivered by trainers
with many years of experience
in railway, safety management,
accident investigation, operations,
and human factors.

As a delegate, you will get access to
exclusive videos after the course to
help you implement these ways of
working in your business.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding why accidents are investigated
Understanding the accident investigation process
Identifying the range of evidence required in an investigation
Demonstrating effective interviewing techniques
Learning how to analyse the evidence and reach conclusions
Recognising the underlying causes of accidents using human factors techniques
Understanding the structure of a good quality report
Developing effective recommendations

This course also helps you to
understand all factors that affect
incidents and accidents - including
human factors.

This course is delivered as face-to-face
training over two days or remotely
over a week, in short modules.

Who should attend?
This course is aimed at those who
conduct investigations into accidents,
incidents, near misses, and close calls,
both on and off the operational railway.
It is also useful for line managers and
professionals, who may be called upon to
investigate accidents.

rssb.co.uk/training
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‘Coming onto this course, I wanted to refresh my understanding of accident
investigation and it absolutely delivered. Both presenters were great. They
made the material accessible and fun, and their down to earth approach was
greatly received. I will be sending members of my team through the various
human factors and investigation courses RSSB offers.’
Assurance Director, Loram UK

The course focuses on:

Accident Investigation
Awareness for Managers
This course comprises of five
modules, and is delivered in a day as
a face-to-face training or remotely
over two half-days.
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The course provides delegates
with a comprehensive overview of
the accident investigation process
outlined in RIS-3119-TOM, the Rail
Industry Standard for Accident and
Incident Investigation. Delegates
will also learn how to use industry
best practice techniques and tools
developed to support the standard.

At the end of the course you will
be better equipped to provide your
investigation teams with the support
they need to carry out good quality,
thorough investigations.
Highly experienced trainers with
many years in railway safety
management, operations, accident
investigation, and human factors,
have designed this course to
be delivered to small groups,
encouraging delegates to apply their
learning to their job.

• Understanding the accident investigation process to support your
team members to conduct investigations
• Learning the skills needed by good investigators and how you can
help develop this in your team
• Understanding the methods, tools and techniques taught on the
standard Accident Investigation Training course and how to best
apply them

Who should attend?
This course is aimed at managers who oversee the accident
investigation process or review accident investigation reports, such as a
Designated Competent Person.
It’s also suitable for managers responsible for managing investigators
in operations, engineering, or station management.

rssb.co.uk/training
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NTS Awareness and Integration Training
This course enables individuals to build in-depth knowledge of
what NTS are, what impacts people’s ability to apply the skills,
and the opportunities to integrate them fully into Competency
Management Systems (CMSs).
Delegates will also receive materials to support their learning on
the course and the ongoing application and development of NTS
in their workplace. This course is delivered as face-to-face training
over three days or remotely in a modular format over several days.

Non-Technical
Skills (NTS)
NTS play a vital role in safety. They
help people to anticipate, identify, and
mitigate error in task performance.
While technical skills and underpinning
knowledge describe what you need to
know and do for a given safety critical
task, NTS describe how you will do
that task. These social, cognitive and
personal skills can enhance the way
you, or your staff, carry out technical
tasks and procedures.
Reviews of operational incidents and
accidents have shown that poor use
of NTS contributes to incidents. On
the other hand, good NTS can stop
an incident before it happens, or
reduce the severity of an incident.
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For many years NTS have been
successfully used in safety critical
industries such as oil and gas,
aviation, and healthcare.

The course focuses on:

By taking a proactive approach to NTS
development, integrating NTS into
competence management systems
(CMS), and into training or briefing
programmes, you can improve safetycritical task performance.
We offer an open course that can
be delivered over three days as face
to face training, or remotely in a
modular format over several days.
We also offer bespoke courses which
we can tailor to the needs of your
company or delegate group.
Our training courses are kept up to
date by integrating new insights
from research, standards work,
and rail industry work which we
undertake directly, collaborate on, or
commission.

•
•
•
•
•

‘Very useful course—
allowed suitable time
to develop skills and
knowledge using excellent
materials, trainers and
examples.’
Driver Training
Team Manager,
Northern Trains Ltd

Understanding of NTS
Describing NTS categories and the skills needed for each
Explaining why NTS are important and how they can be used
Discussing factors that affect our ability to apply our NTS correctly
Describing how NTS relate to human information processing
and how this can be applied
• Understanding how to integrate NTS in a competence
management system
• Learning how to measure and provide feedback on
NTS as part of a technical assessment
Who should attend?
It is for anyone who manages professionals in safety-critical
roles. This may include managers of operational staff,
operations managers, and professionals involved
in training and assessment, or with
responsibilities for competence
management.
rssb.co.uk/training
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‘The course was very informative and clearly demonstrated how to integrate
non-technical skills into our competence management system. I now feel
confident incorporating more NTS into training and development plans at GWR,
especially for developing the understanding of NTS with trainee drivers.’
Regional Driver Manager, Great Western Railway

Bespoke NTS Awareness and Integration Training
We work directly with organisations
to develop bespoke courses, tailored
to your delegate group and business
requirements.
The length of the course will depend on
the learning objectives identified and
agreed with you.
Our trainers have extensive knowledge
of NTS application in the rail industry
and will design and deliver the course to
enable individuals to apply their learning
in the workplace.
The course can be developed in a
modular format to allow for flexible faceto-face or remote instructor-led delivery
to suit your needs.
The modular approach will also allow
for time between modules to apply the
learning and reflect with colleagues and
trainers.
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This is a list of modules available to
support the development of bespoke
programmes:
• What are NTS?
• How NTS relate to technical tasks
• How people absorb and use
information and how errors can occur
• How to measure and evaluate NTS
performance as part of technical
tasks
• How to coach and provide feedback
on NTS performance
• The importance of management and
supervision in NTS performance
• Why people make mistakes
• Using NTS as a part of an
investigation
• Utilising NTS in competence
development plans (or similar)
• Integrating NTS throughout CMSs,
including training
• Introduction to the Risk-Based
Training Needs Analysis (RBTNA)
• Personal protection strategies and
how to use them

We also offer refresher courses. These may be useful if you have previously
had NTS training, or have a good working knowledge of the topic and its
application, and feel it would be useful to refresh your knowledge.

The refresher course can focus on:
• Refreshing knowledge of specific definitions and explanations of NTS
• Discussing current challenges with integrating NTS into a competence
management system (CMS) and identifying solutions
• Identifying how NTS can be integrated into organisations
• Identifying and understanding different tools and techniques that can
enhance NTS application in an operational environment

Types of bespoke training courses we deliver:
Target audience
Senior managers
Front line staff
Operations standards managers, assessors,
trainers, front line managers, individuals with
responsibilities for competence management

Duration
0.5 - 1 day
1 - 2 days
2 - 3 days

rssb.co.uk/training
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‘Human factors understanding can really improve safety
performance. This course is well worth attending.’
Driver Standards Manager, Great Western Railway

Human Factors
Awareness
Front line staff are essential to keep
the railway safe and operating—
especially those in safety critical roles
who have many factors to consider
in their day to day tasks. The actions
that front line staff take every day
are usually completed reliably, and
staff intervention can help prevent
accidents or incidents.
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However, it is important to accept
that people do make mistakes. Some
mistakes, in safety critical industries
such as rail, can have significant
consequences, and efforts are needed
to manage these risks. The course
encourages delegates to consider
ways to manage these risks, including
the implementation of human factors
assessments at the design stage. This
helps avoid design modifications, and
improves cost efficiency and keeping
to timescales.

The course focuses on:
• Understanding how people process
information
• Explaining the performance shaping factors
that can influence human performance
• Referring to guidance to address the factors
that affect performance
• Outlining how to practically apply human
factors knowledge

This course covers why people make
mistakes, how they can be supported
at the individual level, and how the
job/workplace and organisation can
support individuals in their roles. The
course will answer questions such as:
• How do we design equipment
that is easy to use, reliable and
effective?
• How can we ensure that processes
and procedures are fit for
purpose?
• How can we manage change
effectively?
• How can we ensure the
competence of staff and
give them effective training
programmes?
This course is delivered as face-to-face
training over two days or remotely
over a week, in short modules.

Who should attend?
The course is aimed at individuals whose roles
give them responsibilities as safety managers,
operations managers, safety advisors, hazard
analysts, regulators, inspectors, and human factors
advisors. The course is also relevant to those whose
role includes accident investigation.

‘This course looks at the impact
of human factors on safety and
performance and, how human
factors issues can be addressed.
This is essential for effective risk
management.’
Course Trainer, RSSB

rssb.co.uk/training
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‘This course is targeted at people who want to understand the role that front
line staff play in the safety integrity of their systems. The course was developed
within the railway context but will also benefit delegates from other high hazard
industries.’
Course Trainer, RSSB
The course focuses on:

Human Reliability
Assessment
The railways and other industries
rely on human performance to
maintain safety.
Train drivers and signallers, through
to air traffic controllers and control
room operators, are key players in
the management of risk.
Humans are a key part of the safety
management system, which means
human performance needs to be
incorporated in risk assessment
processes.
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We have developed this course
to enable organisations to apply
methods for the prediction,
assessment and quantification of
human performance within the risk
assessment process.

This is an integral part of the Risk
Management Maturity Model
(RM3) from the Office of Rail and
Road (ORR) — which incorporates
proportionate and appropriate
hazard identification, risk assessment
methods, and the design of risk
controls. These are a necessary basis
for effective risk management.
On this two-day course, you will
learn how to apply human factors
methods to ensure that human
reliability is taken into account in
your risk assessments. The course
is delivered by experienced human
factors specialists who carry out
human reliability assessments
on a regular basis and can draw
from experience of applying their
knowledge in other industries.

• Understanding the strengths and weaknesses of
human reliability assessment approaches, and
how to identify when they should be applied in risk
assessment
• Understanding how human reliability assessment
approaches can be used to identify and develop
improvements in tasks and processes
• Being able to undertake a basic human reliability
assessment, covering:
problem definition
task analysis
error identification
risk model development
quantification using the Railway Action Reliability 		
Assessment method
	impact assessment, error reduction and problem 		
evaluation

Who should attend?
The course will benefit those who carry out risk assessments,
as well as operations standards and engineering managers
who want to develop human-centred improvements to the
processes and tasks they manage at work.

rssb.co.uk/training
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‘The trainer offered GBRf excellent support
from the scoping right through to the
delivery of this workshop. His expertise
and extensive experience with other
organisations in this field make him an
asset. The course was delivered at the right
pitch; engagement and support before,
during and after was superb, including
steering us for provision of key information.
RSSB could easily use the workshop that we
completed in any sector, most relevant for
all Rail industry members.’

Developing a
Fair Culture
To be effective, organisations must
promote learning from mistakes,
rather than focus on blame. In a fair
culture, employees know that safety
is highly valued in the organisation,
and continually look to improve
performance.
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Developing a fair culture helps
individuals to talk more openly
about their performance. This
helps organisations to see errors,
mistakes and violations as learning
opportunities that can be used to
improve safety and performance.

Head of Safety, GB Railfreight Ltd

RSSB has undertaken research
and created guidance on fair
culture and safety culture for the
rail industry. This one-day course
has been developed to help you
better understand fair culture. It
is delivered interactively, in a faceto-face setting, to help you explore
and plan how your organisation can
foster a fairer culture.
We can also run this course tailored
to your business, so your team can
understand how to make system-wide
improvements to foster a fair culture.

The course focuses on:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What your culture looks like
What a fair culture looks like
What human factors and non-technical skills are
How you make fair decisions
How you develop a fair culture
Action planning and strategic steps to develop a
fair culture

Who should attend?
This course is suitable for all people working at a
management or board level, and teams who would work
towards implementing a fair culture development plan.
rssb.co.uk/training
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‘Every single employee is key in
creating a positive and safe rail
industry, where no one is held back
by mental health problems. By
understanding what mental health
is, how you can take good care
of yourselves and support others,
you will be in a great position to
make impactful changes in your
organisation.’

Mental Health
Awareness
Millions of people struggle with
mental health difficulties in the
UK every year. Working pressures,
hours, shift patterns and exposure
to potentially traumatic events
can all have a negative effect on a
person’s health and wellbeing. They
will also impact productivity and
performance.
Although mental health is becoming
less of a taboo subject, it is vital to
have the correct infrastructure and
mental health training in place at
work. This course has been carefully
developed by chartered psychologists
and leading mental health experts
from the rail industry.
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Course Trainer, RSSB
It builds on cutting edge research
to cover psychological risk factors
experienced by the workforce.
This course will increase your
understanding and awareness of
mental wellbeing and help you to
identify signs of deteriorating mental
health, specifically for those working
in the rail industry.
It will give you the skills and
confidence to help look after your
own health and support your
colleagues.
This course is delivered as a one-day
face-to-face training or remotely, in
short modules.

The course focuses on:
•
•
•
•
•

Mental health and what can influence it
Taking care of yourself
Responding to signs and symptoms of mental ill-health
Starting a conversation about mental health
Support for people experiencing mental ill-health

Who should attend?
This course is relevant for anyone who is interested in
improving their understanding of mental health.
rssb.co.uk/training
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‘100% of respondents strongly agree or agree
that their knowledge improved as a result of the
training and that they would recommend the
training to others.’
Head of Wellbeing, Health and Safety
Behaviours, Colas Rail

Mental Wellbeing
for Line Managers
One of the leading causes of
long-term sickness absence in the
rail industry is mental health. Not
having good support measures in
place can be costly to employees’
wellbeing and the business.
That’s why it is so important for
line managers to have access to
high quality training on mental
health in the workplace.
Mental health training for
line managers alone has been
associated with a return on
investment of £9 for every £1
spent. But more importantly,
investing in mental health can
help to keep those in the railway
safe.
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Line managers have a vital role to
play in supporting good mental
health at work.
This course has been developed
to equip line managers with the
knowledge and confidence to not
just spot signs of those struggling,
but also to know what support
to offer. You will develop skills to
identify signs and support those
with poor mental health.
You will learn how to discuss mental
health, and proactively manage
mental health-related absences
and return to work.
This course is delivered as a
one-day face-to-face training or
remotely, in short modules.

The course focuses on:
•
•
•
•
•

Mental health awareness
Responding to signs and symptoms of mental ill-health
Communication with staff suffering from mental ill-health
Managing workplace risks associated with poor mental wellbeing
Managing absence and return to work

Who should attend?
This course is for all employees working at a management level.

rssb.co.uk/training
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‘The work we’ve done so far on our RBTNA has been enlightening
and enabled us to consider alternative options for training and
assessing our people going forward.’

Risk-Based Training
Needs Analysis (RBTNA)
Training is most beneficial when it
is based on a thorough analysis of
needs and is designed to meet those
needs. We have developed a RBTNA
toolkit to help organisations:
• Identify knowledge, technical and
non-technical skills for job roles
• Determine the training,
assessment and competence
management activities that can
be developed to reduce risks
associated with job tasks
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Specifically, the toolkit is designed to
help organisations:
• Develop an evidence base to
inform and improve training,
assessment, and competence
management activities
• Ensure that professionals who
design training and assessment
have all the relevant data they
need
• Integrate non-technical skills

into training, assessments, and
competence management
activities
There are two versions of the toolkit,
and these are available only to RSSB
members and affiliates. One is specific
to the identification of training
needs for train drivers, the other is a
generic version that can be used for
all other roles such as a guard, station
manager, maintainer, and fitter.
The RBTNA training goes through
each stage of the toolkit using
examples and interactive exercises.
Our trainers can also deliver bespoke
workshops to review and work
through your existing RBTNA, and
support training and management
teams with alignment to job roles.
This course is delivered remotely in
short modules or as a one-day faceto-face training.

Nicola Wilkinson, Commercial Training Manager,
Transport for Wales Rail Services

‘The bite-size approach was invaluable. By focusing on one
section at a time, the training effectively had built-in check points
and gave me assurance that I fully understood each section
before moving on to the next one. I cannot thank RSSB enough
for using this approach for what is quite a complicated subject.’
Martyn Howells, Senior Conductor Manager,
Transport for Wales Rail Services

Who should attend?
Individuals and teams who play a role
in designing and delivering training and
competence management activities.
For example, training and development
teams, operations standards teams,
assessors, team leaders and managers.

rssb.co.uk/training
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The course focuses on:
• Detailing the RSSB selection methods and providing opportunities to
raise questions to consolidate trainees’ understanding of the methods
• Going step-by-step through the administration and scoring of each method
• Providing trainees with numerous opportunities to practice
administration and scoring. This will enable them to become
familiar with the methods and demonstrate a reliable standard of
administration and scoring

RSSB Train Driver
Selection Methods
This course is designed to upskill and certify railway assessment
centres staff in the RSSB train driver selection methods.
These methods include:
1. Situational Judgment Exercise (SJE)
2. Multi-Modal Interview (MMI)
3. Written Communication Test (WCT)
This is a three-day training course, followed by a one-day assessment
delivered as a one-day face-to-face training or remotely in short modules.
Certification
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Competence in the administration of the SJE and WCT is assessed by means
of exercises during the course. Competence in the administration and scoring
of the Multi-Modal Interview is assessed at a follow-up assessment day.

Prerequisite for attendance
Participants in this course should either
hold the British Psychological Society’s
Qualification in Test Use: Ability,
Occupational or be able to demonstrate
that they are taking steps towards
obtaining this qualification.

Who should attend?
Railway assessment centre staff responsible
for driver psychometric assessment.

rssb.co.uk/training
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‘The trainer showed me how easy the
Rail Carbon Tool is to use. The course was
interactive, and with the help of the trainer,
we worked through several data inputting
exercises. I will now definitely use the tool
as part of carbon assessments in the design
phase, especially for electrification projects.’

RSSB Rail Carbon
Tool Training
The RSSB Rail Carbon Tool is free to
access for both RSSB members and
non-members working in the GB rail
sector. This course is developed to
introduce delegates to the RSSB Rail
Carbon Tool.
Specifically, how to use the tool
and the benefits of using it on UK
rail infrastructure projects to reduce
embodied carbon and save on capital
and operational costs.
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This programme provides delegates
with the knowledge to do carbon
assessments using the RSSB Rail
Carbon Tool. This includes modelling
data and using templates, capturing
whole life and construction impacts,
and interpreting data through the
internal analysis tools.

The course starts with some lecture
style learning on the background
to the tool, and the regulatory and
legislative context for undertaking
carbon assessments.
This is followed by a series of group
and individual exercises based on
a mock rail infrastructure project
designed to get delegates using the
tool in different ways.
This format will help the delegates
understand the background theory
to using the tool and why carbon
assessments are needed. It then covers
information essential to using the tool,
so that delegates can use the tool
confidently on their own projects.
This short course is delivered remotely
or as face-to-face training.

Training and Competence Manager
(Electrification), Siemens

The course focuses on:

Who should attend?

• Learning the background to the RSSB
Rail Carbon Tool and the regulatory
and legislative context for undertaking
carbon assessments
• Understanding how to reduce
carbon emissions through design
and construction, for capital and
operational cost savings
• Completing practical exercises on
mock rail infrastructure projects using
the tool
• Learning how the tool can be used
to undertake carbon assessments for
projects

The training is aimed at
individuals who would use the
RSSB Rail Carbon Tool to do
carbon assessments for their
projects and reduce carbon
emissions.

rssb.co.uk/training
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Contact: training@rssb.co.uk
Tel: 
+44 (0) 20 3142 5300
Web:
www.rssb.co.uk/training
Address: R
 SSB, The Helicon, One South Place, London, EC2M 2RB

